Intellus Learning empowers instructors to quickly access high-quality open educational resources (OER), as well as their institution’s academic library materials to help replace expensive course materials, while providing powerful, real-time insight into students’ engagement with the assigned content.

**Your Course. Your Way.**

- The number of pre-curated courses available via Intellus Open Courses: 15+
- The number of OER assets included in Intellus: 7.5 MILLION
- The number of pre-curated courses available via Intellus: 881
- The number of testbank questions included in each Intellus Open Courses course: 500+
- The number of library databases included in the standard Intellus database (EBSCO, ProQuest, JSTOR, Credo, ABC/CLIO, Films on Demand, Alexander Street, Springer): 8
- The number of students that have engaged in courses created by Intellus: 75,000+